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NONPARTONIC EFFECTS IN PIONELECTROPRODUCTION IN THE HERMESKINEMATICAL REGION�V. UleshhenkoInstitute for Nulear Researh, 03-680 Kiev, Ukraineand A. SzzurekH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandandUniversity of Rzeszów, Reytana 16, 35-959 Rzeszów, Poland(Reeived July 1, 2002)The presentation is onerned with higher twist orretions of nonpar-toni origin to semi-inlusive observables in the kinematial region relevantfor the HERMES experiment. We demonstrate a strong impat of theVDM-like interation and the exlusive prodution of �0 meson on the ex-tration of the �d��u asymmetry from harged pion DIS multipliities. Wealso show that it is the exlusive-�0 hannel whih aounts for the ex-perimentally observed e�et of the exess of harged over neutral pionsprodued at large z.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.60.Hb1. IntrodutionReently the interest in semi-inlusive proesses has inreased signi�-antly. They appear to be a very useful tool for separating the �avour- andspin-dependent quark distributions in the nuleon. The interpretation ofsuh experiments is based on the quark�parton model, often in its simplestform. Therefore, from a pratial point of view, some of very importanttopis are: the presene of mehanisms beyond the QPM in the studied re-ations, ontributions of suh mehanisms to measured ross setions andtheir in�uene on the analysed quantities.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3299)



3300 V. Uleshhenko, A. SzzurekThe HERMES Collaboration has preisely measured multipliities ofharged and neutral pions produed in unpolarised DIS o� the proton [1℄.Previously, harged pion prodution o� proton and deuteron targets wasused for the extration of the �d��u asymmetry [2℄. Sine the HERMES exper-iment orresponds to the kinematial region of relatively small momentumtransfer where the appliability of the quark�parton model is not obvious apossible in�uene of mehanisms beyond QPM on the HERMES observablesshould be of partiular interest.2. E�ets in the extration of the �d��u asymmetryAn extration of the light quark asymmetry of the nuleon sea fromharged pion multipliities performed by HERMES [2℄ is based on the pureQPM desription of the pion eletroprodution. The pion prodution pro-ess is assumed to take plae in two steps: �rst, a hard interation of theinoming virtual photon with a quark in the nuleon, and seond, a hadro-nisation of the stuk quark into �nal pion(s). Then, one an ombine yieldsof positive and negative pions produed o� proton and neutron, and usingisospin invariane, isolate a quantity sensitive to the �d��u asymmetry [2℄:�d(x)� �u(x)u(x)� d(x) = J(z)[1 � r(x; z)℄� [1 + r(x; z)℄J(z)[1 � r(x; z)℄ + [1 + r(x; z)℄ ; (1)where J(z) = 35 � 1+D�(z)=D+(z)1�D�(z)=D+(z) depends on the favoured D+(z) and un-favoured D�(z) [light quark℄-pion fragmentation funtions, and r(x; z) =N��p (x;z)�N��n (x;z)N�+p (x;z)�N�+n (x;z) is a ratio of di�erenes of harged pion yields o� protonand neutron.In suh an approah pions produed via other than partoni meha-nisms are ignored. At the same time, experimental multipliities N�+;��p;n ,whih one inputs into the right-hand side of Eq. (1) in order to obtain expe-rimental �d��u asymmetry, do ontain suh nonpartonially produed pions.Thus, Eq. (1) is not an exat equation. In the Q2 ! 1 limit the nonpar-toni ontributions vanish, but in the HERMES kinematial region wherehQ2i � 2:5 GeV2 they annot be negleted. Two mehanisms appear tobe espeially important: so-alled VDM-like prodution and exlusive-�0hannel [3℄. In the VDM-like prodution the inoming virtual photon in-terats with the nuleon strongly, via its intermediate vetor meson stateinto whih it �utuates just before the interation. The exlusive-�0 han-nel orresponds to the reation � +N ! �0 +N with a subsequent deay�0 ! ���+.



Nonpartoni E�ets in Pion Eletroprodution in . . . 3301Based on the world data for pion prodution in �N ollisions and for�0 eletroprodution we have estimated ontributions of these mehanisms1and found them noteworthy.The in�uene of the VMD and exlusive-�0 hannels on the measuredquantity �d��uu�d an be seen in Fig. 1. The shown HERMES points were ob-

Fig. 1. �d��uu�d obtained from the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) in di�erent bins of Bjorken-x.tained with experimentally measured multipliities N�+;��p;n . The solid urveindependent of z represents the pure QPM result alulable from both sidesof Eq. (1). The two dashed urves orrespond to alulations in whih ontri-butions of the nonpartoni mehanisms are inluded in two ways: either bysimple adding them to the main partoni term, or with additional modi�a-tion of the QPM term by a damping Q2-dependent fator whih is required1 For a detailed analysis see Ref. [3℄.



3302 V. Uleshhenko, A. Szzurekfor QPM to work properly at suh a low Q2 [4℄. A disrepany betweenthe solid and dashed lines gives us a theoretial error on the working for-mula (1). As one an see, it is omparable to or even larger then the giventotal (ontaining both statistial and systemati omponents) unertaintyof the �nal z-averaged HERMES experimental points (solid squares). Thee�et is stronger for the ase of modi�ed QPM term, i.e. for the more orretone. The averaging in z also looks doubtful beause of the learly visiblez-dependene.3. Exess of harged over neutral pions at large zA very interesting phenomenon has been reently observed by the HER-MES Collaboration: di�erent yields of harged and neutral pions produedo� proton at large z: 12(N�+p +N��p ) > N�0p for z & 0:7 [1℄. In the QPM pi-ture with quark fragmentation there is no room for suh an e�et; there theneutral pion yield is exatly equal, due to isospin symmetry, to the hargedpion yield. As a possible soure for the di�erene, alongside the instrumen-tal resolution, exlusive pion prodution hannels (e.g. � + p ! �+ +�0)were suggested [1℄. In our opinion however, exlusive pion-prodution han-nels annot be responsible for an e�et in a broad region of z sine pionsprodued in this way arry almost the whole energy of the virtual photonand therefore ontribute to measured multipliities only in a narrow regionnear z � 1. In ontrast, the disussed in the previous setion the exlusiveprodution of the �0 meson, whih deays into two pions, gives a ontribu-tion to the harged pions multipliity in a broad z-range. It is espeiallyimportant at larger z where the partoni rate is smaller. The ontributionsto the neutral pion multipliity, aused e.g. by the exlusive-�� hannels,are muh smaller due to smaller ross setions of these proesses (�0 pro-dution, known as the dominant exlusive �N hannel, is dominated by thePomeron exhange whih is absent in the ase of harged-� hannels).In the top panel of Fig. 2 we show the pion multipliities for z > 0:4.The experimental points are from [1℄. The short-dashed urve representsthe QPM predition whih is the same for both types of multipliities. Thesolid urve inludes also the ontribution of the exlusive-�0 hannel to theharged pion yield (this ontribution is also shown separately). As one ansee, the exlusive-�0 hannel niely explains the observed e�et. This isespeially well visible in the bottom panel where the ratio of harged-to-neutral pion multipliities is shown.
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Fig. 2. Neutral and harged pion multipliities (top panel) and their ratio (bottompanel) as a funtion of z. 4. ConlusionsWe have disussed the role of some mehanisms beyond the quark�partonmodel in semi-inlusive prodution of pions in the kinematil region relevantfor the HERMES experiment.We have shown that prodution of pions via VDM-like interation andvia exlusive-�0 hannel have a strong impat on the extration of the �d��uasymmetry from the harged pion DIS multipliities whih was done by theHERMES Collaboration. The extrated asymmetry turns out to be verysensitive to the in�uene of the mentioned mehanisms and negleting themleads to a signi�antly distorted result.



3304 V. Uleshhenko, A. SzzurekWe have also shown that the exlusive prodution of �0 mesons aountsfor the experimentally observed exess of harged over neutral pions pro-dued at large z.To onlude, nonpartoni mehanisms are essential for a good theore-tial desription of the pion eletroprodution in the HERMES kinematialregion and annot be omitted in a proper analysis. In addidition, we wouldlike to stress that similar nonpartoni orretion should be expeted in po-larised proesses, as well. REFERENCES[1℄ HERMES Collaboration, A. Airapetian et al., Eur. Phys. J. C21, 599 (2001).[2℄ HERMES Collaboration, K. Akersta� et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5519 (1998).[3℄ A. Szzurek, V. Uleshhenko, J. Speth, Phys. Rev. D63, 114005 (2001).[4℄ A. Szzurek, V. Uleshhenko, Eur. Phys. J. C12, 663 (2000); A. Szzurek,V. Uleshhenko, Phys. Lett. B475, 120 (2000).


